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Abstract

We proposed a novel efficient method for 3D left ventricle (LV) segmentation

on echocardiography, which is important for cardiac disease diagnosis. The pro-

posed method effectively overcame the 3D echocardiography’s challenges: high

dimensional data, complex anatomical environments, and limited annotation

data. First, we proposed a deep atlas network, which integrated LV atlas into

the deep learning framework to address the 3D LV segmentation problem on

echocardiography for the first time, and improved the performance based on

limited annotation data. Second, we proposed a novel information consistency

constraint to enhance the model’s performance from different levels simulta-

neously, and finally achieved effective optimization for 3D LV segmentation on

complex anatomical environments. Finally, the proposed method was optimized

in an end-to-end back propagation manner and it achieved high inference effi-

ciency even with high dimensional data, which satisfies the efficiency require-

ment of clinical practice. The experiments proved that the proposed method

achieved better segmentation results and a higher inference speed compared

with state-of-the-art methods. The mean surface distance, mean hausdorff sur-
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face distance, and mean dice index were 1.52 mm, 5.6 mm and 0.97 respectively.

What’s more, the method is efficient and its inference time is 0.02s. The ex-

perimental results proved that the proposed method has a potential clinical

application for 3D LV segmentation on echocardiography.

Keywords: 3D left ventricle segmentation, echocardiography, deep atlas

network, information consistency constraint.
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1. Introduction

3D left ventricle (LV) segmentation on 3D echocardiography (3DE), which

directly uses the full LV volume as input, is very important for cardiac dis-

ease diagnosis. This is because echocardiography, now, is the most widely used

imaging modality for assessing the cardiac structure and function (Pedrosa et al.,5

2016; Smistad and Lindseth, 2014; Ge et al., 2019b,a), and 3D LV segmenta-

tion on 3DE has inherent advantages from its 3D spatial context information

capable of providing more anatomical structure information for cardiac disease

diagnosis to clinicians (Chacko and Ramlingam Rajkumar, 2017). As shown

in Figure.1, 3D LV segmentation fully exploits the spatial context information10

contained in the LV volume, while 2D LV segmentation only makes use of par-

tial spatial information contained in specific cross-sectional planes (Corsi et al.,

2005). Hence, 3D LV segmentation on 3DE, compared with the traditional 2D

LV segmentation on 2D echocardiography (2DE), is a more valuable task and

has attracted much attention.15

However, 3D LV segmentation on 3DE is still an open and challenging

task due to the following intrinsic limitations: high dimensional data, com-

plex anatomical environments, low image quality and limited annotation data.

Specifically, (1) 3DE has higher dimensional data than 2DE, which makes

achieving a very high inference efficiency difficult. (2) 3DE has complex anatom-20

ical environments (Lang et al., 2012), which makes obtaining highly expressive

information for accurate segmentation problematic. (3) 3DE data have rel-
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Figure 1: 3D left ventricle volume contains more spatial context information than 2D left

ventricle’s typical (specific) cross-sectional planes. (a) 3D left ventricle volume on echocardio-

graphy. (b) 2D left ventricle’s typical (specific) cross-sectional planes on echocardiography,

which includes the planes from base to apex in short axis and 4C, 3C, and 2C planes in long

axis.

atively lower signal-to-noise ratio compared to other imaging modalities and

have motion artifacts. Furthermore, up to now, annotated 3DE data is lim-

ited, which makes it difficult to train a model to achieve high accuracy on the25

3D LV segmentation task based on limited 3DE datasets. Hence, how to uti-

lize 3DE’s advantages and overcome its difficulties to get more accurate 3D LV

segmentation results is an urgent problem.

Although some methods have been proposed for 3D LV segmentation on 3DE

(Leung and Bosch, 2010), these methods are still difficult to overcome the above30

challenges completely. These methods can be classified as: traditional methods

(deformable models, statistical models, graph-cuts methods, atlas-based meth-

ods), machine learning methods, and deep leaning-based methods.

(1) Traditional methods: Deformable models and statistical models are

widely used for 3D LV segmentation on 3DE (Santiago et al., 2015) (Pedrosa35

et al., 2017). Deformable models are defined by energy functions and are opti-

mized iteratively to achieve the energy minimization for accurate delineation of

the LV boundary. These models can be divided into a snake model and level-set

model, which are based on the boundary and region information respectively to

achieve model optimization (Yu et al., 2014). Usually, some new constraints are40

integrated into the common energy function to achieve a relatively more accurate
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segmentation of 3D LV (Zhu et al., 2010)(Zagrodsky et al., 2005). Statistical

models are based on statistical information, which are mainly contour borders

and image texture information, and are modeled using some specific parameters

(Zhang et al., 2012). The following two statistical models: active appearance45

model (Mitchell et al., 2002) and active shape model (Van Assen et al., 2006)

have also been widely applied for 3D LV segmentation on echocardiography and

have achieved meaningful LV segmentation results (Hansegard et al., 2007; Ma

et al., 2010; Barbosa et al., 2013, 2014; Orderud and Rabben, 2008). Graph-

cuts were also used for 3D LV segmentation (Juang et al., 2011; Bernier et al.,50

2017; Mukherjee et al., 2013), which adopted graphs and graph-flow optimiza-

tion techniques to solve segmentation problems (Bernard et al., 2016). Atlas-

based methods, which achieve segmentation through registration techniques,

are popular methods for 3D LV segmentation on 3DE (Zhuang et al., 2010b;

Krishnaswamy et al., 2018; Schneider et al., 2012; Oktay et al., 2014). However,55

these traditional methods (deformable models, statistical models, graph-cuts

and atlas-based methods) are all based on iterative on-line optimization.

(2) Machine learning methods, such as random forest and dictionary learn-

ing, have been used to segment 3D LV on echocardiography (Yang et al., 2011;

Milletari et al., 2014; Lempitsky et al., 2009; Coppini et al., 1995; Huang et al.,60

2014). However, these methods are usually based on handcrafted features (Zhen

et al., 2015). Yet, these handcrafted features have limited representation capa-

bilities to represent the 3D LV on 3DE, which has more complex anatomical

environments than 2DE.

(3) Deep learning-based methods have been successfully used for medical65

image analysis, especially for cardiac images(Oktay et al., 2018; Carneiro and

Nascimento, 2013; Carneiro et al., 2012; Carneiro and Nascimento, 2010; Dong

et al., 2016; Mo et al., 2018; Xue et al., 2017a,b,c; Luo et al., 2018, 2020).

Besides, deep convolutional neural networks have been implemented for LV seg-

mentation on 3D echocardiography (Oktay et al., 2018; Dong et al., 2016). These70

methods can automatically extract features, which have higher representation

ability than handcrafted features. However, for getting features with higher
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representation ability and achieving better segmentation they need large num-

bers of annotated 3DE data, which are currently inaccessible, to learn lots of

parameters. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that more and more methods75

try to use the deep learning technology to address the medical image registra-

tion problem (Krebs et al., 2019; Miao et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2019; Cao et al.,

2018; Hu et al., 2018; de Vos et al., 2019). Besides, the atlas is considered as an

important prior to improve the performance of the medical image registration

task, such as the brain image registration task (Balakrishnan et al., 2019).80

In this paper, inspired by the deep learning based registration methods,

we proposed a novel efficient method for 3D LV segmentation on 3DE. The

proposed method combined deep atlas network with information consistency

constraint which overcame the above challenges effectively. The proposed deep

atlas network achieved segmentation through a transformer net and deformable85

layers. Additionally, it was optimized in an end-to-end back propagation manner

based on the proposed information consistency constraint.

The proposed method has three contributions: (1) For the first time, the

proposed method explicitly integrated significant LV atlas prior into a deep

learning framework to address the 3D LV segmentation problem on echocardio-90

graphy. Specifically, the integrated atlas prior knowledge can accurately and

completely represent the basic structure of the 3D LV. Hence, based on such

basic structure, the proposed method achieves 3D LV segmentation through

learning specific transformation parameters for atlas deformation. Moreover,

these transformation parameters are represented as a small number of nodes,95

which can be trained based on limited annotation data. (2) For the first time,

it used a novel multi-level information consistency constraint to enhance the

model’s performance from different levels simultaneously for 3D LV segmenta-

tion in complex anatomy environments. (3) What’s more, the proposed couple

Generator Adversarial Networks (Couple-GAN) is combined into the proposed100

framework to model the global semantic information.

Compared with the preliminary work in MICCAI 2018 (Dong et al., 2018),

the current work has done some improvements: (1) We proposed a new couple
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Figure 2: The overview of the deep atlas network. The input volume is passed through the

transformer net to obtain the translation parameters, which are used to warp the atlas into

the deformable layers. The deformable layers then deform the atlas intensity volume and atlas

label volume to the output volume and segmentation result.

adversarial consistency constraint (i.e., Couple-GAN). (2) We improved the vol-

ume consistency constraint through adopting a phase-based similarity measure105

item to further enhance the proposed method’s performance. (3) We carried

out more extensive experiments on performance analysis and comparison, to

evaluate the proposed method and prove its application potential.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the for-

mulation and property of the proposed framework; the implementation details110

are given in section 3; we show the experiments and results in section 4; and we

conclude the methods and results in section 5.

2. Method

The proposed method combined deep atlas network with information con-

sistency constraint for 3D LV segmentation on 3DE. Deep atlas network (Atlas-115

Net), which is demonstrated in Figure.2, advantageously integrates a powerful

atlas prior into an end-to-end optimization framework (The gradient required

for optimization or backpropagation can be computed). And hence it was opti-

mized in an end-to-end back propagation manner with information consistency

constraint. The details of the proposed method are described in the following120

sections.
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2.1. Deep atlas network for spatial deformation

AtlasNet consists of two main components: transformer net and deformable

layers. The transformer net was used to regress transformer parameters, and

the deformable layers took advantage of transformer parameters to deform the125

atlas onto the target object. Additionally, in order to avoid confusion,

we denote the input volume as IV, the label of the input volume as

LA, atlas intensity volume as AIV, atlas label volume as ALV, output

volume as OV, and output segmentation result as OS.

2.1.1. Transformer net for parameters regression130

Transformer net learns the transformation relationship based on a large vari-

ability between IV and AIV to regress transformer parameters. The regressed

transformer parameters are used to make further atlas deformation. This strat-

egy is inspired by traditional atlas segmentation methods, which performs seg-

mentation using a registration strategy based on the transformation relationship135

between the atlas and new samples. Different from the traditional atlas segmen-

tation method, which is based on on-line optimization, the proposed transformer

net enables off-line optimization with high-efficiency inference and utilizes the

superiority of deep learning technology at the same time. Specially, the trans-

former net learns to regress the required transformer parameters by the guidance140

of the proposed loss function (details will be introduced in section 2.2), which

measures the diversity between the transformation results and the ground truth.

The structure of the transformer net is shown in Figure.2. It has five 3D con-

volution layers to capture 3D context information and one fully connected layer

for parameters regression. In addition, every convolution layer, except for the145

last convolution layer, is followed by a BN layer (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015), Relu

activation layer (Rectified linear units f(x)=max(0,x)) and max pooling layer.

The receptive field sizes of every convolution layer and max pooling layer are

3*3*3 voxels and 2*2*2 voxels, and the stride is 2. The fully connected layer has

3012 nodes which mean that the number of regressed transformer parameters150

is 3012 (Specifically, the first 12 parameters are interpreted as the global affine
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transformation parameters, which are used for translation, shear, scale and rota-

tion; the following 3000 parameters are interpreted as the moving vectors of the

1000 three-dimensional control points for free-form deformation (FFD), which

are used to model the local deformation of an atlas. Hence, the meaning of155

these 3012 parameters are known and interpretable).

2.1.2. Deformable layers for atlas deformation

Deformable layers take advantage of the transformer parameters and warp-

ing strategy to deform the atlas (AIV and ALV) into the output (OV and OS).

In this paper, the transformer parameters include {Tglobal, Tlocal}, which contain160

the global affine transformation parameters Tglobal and local non-rigid transfor-

mation parameters Tlocal, corresponding to affine transformation in stage 1 and

free-form deformation (FFD) in stage 2 respectively. Global affine transforma-

tion achieves large-scale space registration. The local non-rigid FFD transfor-

mation achieves small-scale refinement on details to get more accurate segmen-165

tation result. Hence, as shown in Figure. 3, we modeled the deformable layers

as follows:

F = Tri sample (M,U) ,M ∈
(
MT1 ,MT2

)
,

MT1 = Tglobal (V ) ,MT2 = Tlocal
(
MT1

)
,

Mi =
(
xti, y

t
i , z

t
i

)
,

MT1
i =

(
xt1i , y

t1
i , z

t1
i

)
,MT2

i =
(
xt2i , y

t2
i , z

t2
i

)
,

V ∈ {OV,OS} , Vi = (xi, yi, zi) ,

U ∈ {ALV,AIV }

(1)

where

• F denotes the final transformation function between the atlas and output

using trilinear interpolation,170

• i denotes the index of a voxel from final output volume and it is consistent

among OV, OS, and LA,
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• M denotes the mapping matrix from the output to the atlas (Type: ma-

trix; Dimension: 300 · 300 · 300; Element: 3D vector),

• MT1 denotes the mapping matrix only using the global affine transforma-175

tion after stage 1 (Type: matrix; Dimension: 300 · 300 · 300; Element: 3D

vector),

• MT2 denotes the mapping matrix using the global affine transformation

and local FFD after stage 2 (Type: matrix; Dimension: 300 · 300 · 300;

Element: 3D vector),180

• Mi denotes voxel i’s mapping coordinates (xti, y
t
i , z

t
i) from output V to

atlas U (Type: vector; Dimension: 3·1; Element: scalar). In this equation,

xi, yi, and zi are floats.

• MT1
i and MT2

i denote voxel i’s mapping coordinates
(
xt1i , y

t1
i , z

t1
i

)
and

(
xt2i , y

t2
i , z

t2
i

)
from stage 1 and stage 2 respectively (Type: vector; Dimen-185

sion: 3 · 1; Element: scalar). In this equation, xt1i , yt1i , zt1i , xt2i , yt2i , and

zt2i are floats.

• V includes the OV and the OS (Type: matrix; Dimension: 300 · 300 · 300;

Element: scalar),

• Vi = (xi, yi, zi) denotes the coordinate of voxel (or grid) i in V (Type:190

vector; Dimension: 3 · 1; Element: scalar). In this equation, xi, yi, and zi

are integers.

• U denotes the 3D LV atlas including ALV and AIV (Type: matrix; Di-

mension: 300 · 300 · 300; Element: scalar).

The 3D LV atlas was used to provide basic anatomic structure knowledge for195

the proposed method. The benefit of integrating atlas into our proposed deep

learning network is that the atlas is a comprehensive prior. This comprehensive

prior not only reduces the data dependence but also directly provides a good

prior for deep learning. This is especially important for addressing the challenge
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Figure 3: A schematic diagram for the deformable layers.

of limited data. Additionally, the comprehensive prior information is useful200

for addressing the challenge of indistinguishable boundaries between the LV

and other cardiac substructures. Those challenges make using simple prior

information for accurate segmentation problematic.

The employed warping strategy comes from the widely used spatial trans-

former strategy in (Jaderberg et al., 2015). This strategy warps the atlas (AIV205

and ALV) into output (OV and OS). As shown in Figure.2, the following affine

transformation layer (Tglobal) and FFD transformation layer (Tlocal) generate

transformations between any grid Vi in V and the corresponding mapping coor-

dinates MT
i in atlas U (AIV and ALV). Based on the such transformation, the

trilinear interpolation sampling was used to produce the warped atlas, which210

was used as the final 3D output. The details are shown as follows:

Trilinear interpolation sampling can be described as

Fi =
300∑

a=1

300∑

b=1

300∑

c=1

Ua,b,cmax
(
0, 1−

∣∣xti − a
∣∣)

·max
(
0, 1−

∣∣yti − b
∣∣) ·max

(
0, 1−

∣∣zti − c
∣∣)

(2)

where Ua,b,c denotes the value in position (a, b, c) on the atlas (a, b, c are

integers), Fi is the sampling value by interpolation on the atlas for voxel Vi of

the output, and the i is the index of a voxel.215
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Affine transformation describes the global transformation from the out-

put to the atlas. It adopts twelve degrees of freedom (including translation,

shift, scale and rotation) (Rueckert et al., 1999) to achieve the basic anatomic

structure mapping between the output and the atlas. The 3D affine transfor-

mation can be modeled as220

Tglobal (Vi) =




Θ1 Θ2 Θ3

Θ4 Θ5 Θ6

Θ7 Θ8 Θ9


 · Vi +




Θ10

Θ11

Θ12


 (3)

Θ1 · · ·Θ12 denotes the affine transformation parameters which are regressed by

the transformer net, and Vi = (xi, yi, zi) denotes the coordinate of voxel (or

grid) i in V (Type: vector; Dimension: 3 · 1).

Free-form deformation can refine any local non-rigid transformation to

achieve high pixel-level accuracy to process the local variation of the LV from dif-225

ferent people. In this paper, FFD is based on B-splines transformation(Rueckert

et al., 1999), and it shifts control points to capture the deformation of the ob-

ject. The number of control points defines the degree of non-rigid deformation

(we used 1000 control points and each control point is three-dimensional, hence

3000 parameters were used for FFD). 3D FFD can be modeled as:230

Tlocal

(
MT1

i

)
=

3∑

l=0

3∑

m=0

3∑

n=0

Bl (u)Bm (r)Bn (w)φa+l,b+m,c+n

a =
⌊
xt1i /δ

⌋
− 1, b =

⌊
yt1i /δ

⌋
− 1

c =
⌊
zt1i /δ

⌋
− 1, u = xt1i /δ −

⌊
xt1i /δ

⌋

r = yt1i /δ −
⌊
yt1i /δ

⌋
, w = zt1i /δ −

⌊
zt1i /δ

⌋

(4)

where φ represents the 3D control points φa,b,c with uniform spacing δ =

30. The Bl denotes the lth basis function of B-splines (we adopted the spe-

cific basis functions used in (Rueckert et al., 1999)). FFD achieves local non-

rigid transformation by shifting control points location from φa+l,b+m,c+n to
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Figure 4: Multi-level information consistency constraint is used for optimization based on the

image-conditional GAN. Label consistency constraint and volume consistency constraint can

model voxel-level loss with local semantic information. Adversarial consistency constraint can

model global-level loss based on global-level semantic information.

φa+l,b+m,c+n + ∆φa+l,b+m,c+n which can be formulated as:235

Tlocal

(
MT1

i

)
=

3∑

l=0

3∑

m=0

3∑

n=0

Bl (u)Bm (r)Bn (w) · (φa+l,b+m,c+n + ∆φa+l,b+m,c+n)

(5)

In this paper, to achieve non-rigid deformation, the regressed transformer pa-

rameters from transformer net for FFD are ∆φa+l,b+m,c+n of every control point.

2.2. Optimization object with multi-level information consistency constraint

As shown in Figure.4, the multi-level information consistency constraint was

proposed to advantageously capture multi-level representative information to240

improve the segmentation accuracy. It includes label consistency constraint,

volume consistency constraint and adversarial consistency constraint. Label

consistency constraint can model the loss from the local semantic information

of the anatomical structure of the 3D LV based on the consistency between

the output segmentation result and the 3D LV label. Volume consistency con-245

straint enhances the learning of shared latent transformer variables based on
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the consistency between the OV and IV. During model optimization, when the

segmentation consistency constraint cannot converge, the volume consistency

constraint can provide constraint to make the model converge. Label consis-

tency constraint and volume consistency constraint both focus on voxel-level250

loss modeling. Adversarial consistency constraint tries to make the results look

realistic based on global-level semantic information. Therefore, multi-level in-

formation consistency constraints are of great benefit to 3D LV segmentation

on complex anatomical environments. The final optimization object of the pro-

posed framework is defined by the following formula:255

L = αLlabel + βLintensity + Limage−cGAN (G,D) (6)

where Llabel, Lintensity, and Limage−cGAN are label consistency constraint, vol-

ume consistency constraint, and adversarial consistency constraint respectively.

The weights of Llabel and Lintensity are α and β. The details of the three-fold

information consistency constraint are described in the following.

2.2.1. Label consistency constraint260

Label consistency constraint is an important part of the loss function. It is

used to measure the similarity between the 3D LV label and the OS to guide

the atlas deformation during model optimization. It was modeled by ridge

regression:

Llabel =
1

300 · 300 · 300

300∑

x=1

300∑

y=1

300∑

z=1

∥∥LA(x,y,z) −OS(x,,y,z)

∥∥
2

(7)

where (x, y, z) denotes the coordinate of a voxel in LA and OS (In this equation,265

the voxel coordinates of the LA and OS are integers). Although label consistency

constraint encourages the OS to correspond with the 3D LV label, the OS is

blurry when only using the label consistency constraint. Because the nature of

ridge regression is to predict the mean of the distribution, which will reduce the

overall loss but output blurry results (Pathak et al., 2016). In this paper, the270

blurry results were refined by the following adversarial consistency constraint.
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2.2.2. Volume consistency constraint

Volume consistency constraint is another important part of the loss func-

tion. It is used to measure the similarity between the OV and IV. It is designed

based on the fact that the deformable layers are shared between the OS and275

OV. Because of the consistency of optimization variables for deformable layers,

adding volume consistency constraint can enhance the learning of shared la-

tent transformer variables. So, the volume consistency constraint was proposed

as part of the loss function to guide the atlas deformation. Due to the large

random noise and high intensity variability on 3DE volumes, the volume consis-280

tency constraint was modeled through a phase-based similarity measure method

(Zhang et al., 2007), which has high robustness for the intensity variations from

ultrasound images (Zhang et al., 2007). Following the phase-based similarity

measure method in (Zhang et al., 2007), the volume consistency constraint is

formulated as:285

Lintensity = −
J∑

j=1

K∑

k=1

P(φj(IV ), φk(OV )) · ln(
P(φj(IV ), φk(OV ))

P(φj(IV )) · P(φk(OV ))
) (8)

where J and K denote the number of bins of the phase probability histogram

from IV and OV respectively, j and k denote the index of a bins, φ is the

phase computation function, φj(IV ) denotes the phase of the IV in j, φk(OV )

denotes the phase of the OV in k, P is the phase probability density func-

tion, P(φj(IV ), φk(OV )) is the joint phase probability of φj(IV ) and φk(OV ),290

P(φj(IV )) is the individual phase probability of φj(IV ), and P(φk(OV )) is the

individual phase probability of φk(OV ). Specifically, the phase function φ is

defined based on the widely used phase computation method in (Mellor and

Brady, 2005) (which uses the scale invariant filter to estimate phase, and also

shows that the phase computation step is a continuously differentiable function).295

2.2.3. Adversarial consistency constraint

Adversarial consistency constraint is based on the image-conditional Gener-

ative Adversarial Nets (GAN) which is appropriate for image-to-image trans-

lation tasks (Isola et al., 2017). Image-conditional GAN is a conditional GAN
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which uses an image (or volume in 3D) as input condition. Conditional GAN300

is extended from GAN and learns a conditional generative model (Mirza and

Osindero, 2014). In conditional GAN, its generator G learns the mapping from

condition p and random noise vector q to r
′
, G : {p, q} → r

′
and tries to make

the output look real through minimizing Ep,r′

[
log
(

1−D
(
p, r

′
))]

; its discrim-

inator D tries to distinguish the generated r
′

and the ground truth r through305

maxing the probability of the correct label of r and r
′

(Goodfellow et al., 2014).

D outputs a single scalar, which represents the probability of the discrimina-

tor’s input that came from the r rather than r
′

(Goodfellow et al., 2014). In the

training process, the discriminator and generator are trained iteratively. When

we train the discriminator, the generator’s parameters are fixed. When we train310

the generator, the discriminator’s parameters are fixed. Besides, the discrimi-

nator provides loss gradients to the generator (Goodfellow et al., 2014). It is a

two-player game and its objective is:

LcGAN (G,D) = Ep,r [logD (p, r)] + Ep,r′

[
log
(

1−D
(
p, r

′))]
(9)

where Ep,r denotes the expectation of the function logD (p, r) based on the out-

put probability of the discriminator about the real subject r with condition p,315

and Ep,r′ denotes the expectation of the function based on the output prob-

ability of the discriminator about the generated subject r
′

with condition p.

Analogous to conditional GAN, the image-conditional GAN’s generator tries

to produce a ‘real’ image (or volume) to confuse the discriminator, and its dis-

criminator tries to detect the ‘fake’ from the generator. Image-conditional GAN320

used in this paper is similar to the research in (Isola et al., 2017). The discrim-

inator pays attention to the structural information in an image. Hence, image-

conditional GAN automatically learns a structured loss function, which models

global-level semantic information to penalize any possible structural differences

between the output and target (Isola et al., 2017). Additionally, different from325

the label consistency constraint and volume consistency constraint, which fo-

cuses on voxel-to-voxel consistency constraints, the learned structured loss from

GAN can penalize the joint configuration of the output (Isola et al., 2017). This
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means that adversarial consistency constraint takes advantage of the global-level

semantic information to further refine the segmentation results. Hence, adver-330

sarial consistency constraint was employed by using AtlasNet as the generator

G of image-conditional GAN framework. Prior work in (Dong et al., 2018) used

one generator and one discriminator to model adversarial consistency constraint,

and the discriminator was used for detecting the fake and real label. However,

different from prior work in (Dong et al., 2018), we proposed a Couple-GAN (as335

shown in Figure.4) with one generator and a couple of discriminators to improve

the adversarial consistency constraint on the OS and OV respectively. In this

way, the adversarial consistency constraint discriminated the OS as well as the

OV simultaneously. Hence, the adversarial consistency constraint was further

improved to boost the performance of the proposed method. The adversarial340

consistency constraint is expressed as:

Limage−cGAN (G,D1) =

EIV,LA [logD1 (IV, LA)] + EIV,OS [log(1−D1(IV,OS))]
(10)

Limage−cGAN (G,D2) =

ELA,IV [logD2 (LA, IV )] + ELA,OV [log(1−D2(LA,OV ))]
(11)

G (IV ) = [OV,OS] (12)

Limage−cGAN (G,D) = Limage−cGAN (G,D1) + Limage−cGAN (G,D2) (13)

Both generator (AtlasNet) G and discriminators D1, D2 are end-to-end jointly345

optimized using stochastic gradient descent.

2.3. End-to-end optimization

In the proposed novel framework, the gradient required for optimization from

the deformable layer and the information consistency constraint loss function

can be computed. As a result, the loss gradient can flow back to optimize350
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Table 1: The structure of the discriminator.

Symbol Kernel (kernel size-stride) Number of channels

Conv3D 7*7*7-2 16

BN + Relu - -

Conv3D 5*5*5-2 32

BN +Relu - -

Conv3D 3*3*3-2 64

BN +Relu - -

Conv3D 3*3*3-2 128

BN +Relu - -

Conv3D 3*3*3-2 256

Sigmoid - -

the parameters of the proposed framework. Hence, the proposed framework

was optimized in an end-to-end manner. Specifically, the gradient compuation

method from trilinear sampling and affine transformation has been proven in

(Jaderberg et al., 2015), and the gradient compuation method from free-form

deformation has been proven in (Zhang and He, 2017). The gradient compuation355

method from the label consistency constraint, volume consistency constraint,

and adversarial consistency constraint has been proven in (Wu et al., 1996),

(Mellor and Brady, 2005), and (Goodfellow et al., 2014) respectively.

2.4. Network architecture

Due to the adversarial consistency constraint employed in this paper, the net-360

work architecture of the proposed segmentation method is an image-conditional

GAN framework, which has been illustrated in Figure.4. The proposed Atlas-
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Net was used as the generator G and its detailed structure has been shown in

Figure.2. Additionally, the transformer net of the AtlasNet is flexible and can

also use other structures, such as 3D Resnet 101 (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) and365

3D DenseNet 121 (Huang et al., 2017), which require more convolution com-

putation. 3D Resnet and 3D DenseNet structures have been experimented as

the transformer net for 3D LV segmentation on the proposed framework. How-

ever, they did not achieve a better performance, used more than 102 times of

Flops and was more susceptible to over-fitting than the proposed structure in370

Figure.2. Hence, the relatively complex and heavy-weight network structure is

not proper for the proposed framework. In order to make a proper compromise

between the inference efficiency and the performance, the transformer net used

the proposed structure in Figure.2 in this paper.

The discriminators D1 and D2 have the same structure and have been shown375

in Table 1. But, their inputs are different. D1 used the IV and corresponding

label as the real input, and used the IV and corresponding OS as the fake

input. D2 used the corresponding label and IV as the real input, and used the

corresponding label and OV as the fake input. These two discriminators all

output the judgment for the input.380

3. Implementation Details

3.1. Atlas

In the proposed framework, only a single atlas was used to provide basic

anatomical structure knowledge. Compared with multi-atlas, the advantage of

the single atlas is that it does not need to select atlases and fuse labels, which385

are essential for the multi-atlas based method to obtain good segmentation

accuracy. Hence, a single atlas is more efficient than the multi-atlas. For the

left ventricle segmentation on 3DE, efficiency is also very important. Hence,

we used the single atlas in the proposed framework. The cost is that atlas

(which includes an intensity volume and a corresponding shape label) need to390

be constructed in an independent process. To ensure a fair comparison among
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other methods, the single atlas was built from the ten 3DE volumes and the

corresponding ten labels, which were randomly selected from the training set.

The selected volumes and labels were firstly registered to a mean space. Then,

the atlas intensity volume and atlas label volume were computed based on the395

registered 3DE volumes and the corresponding labels respectively. The details

of the atlas construction can be referred to in (Zhuang et al., 2010a). In the

inference stage, based on the atlas and the regressed translation parameters, we

can achieve the final 3D LV segmentation.

Comparison with the state-of-the-art atlas-based segmentation method on400

3DE is important to evaluate the proposed method. In this paper, we compared

the proposed method with the multi-atlas segmentation method in (Oktay et al.,

2014), which is the best atlas-based method for LV segmentation on 3DE. In the

multi-atlas construction procedure and segmentation procedure of (Oktay et al.,

2014), atlas selection was achieved through selecting the most similar 10 atlases405

( (Oktay et al., 2014) proved that 10 atlases can achieve the best segmentation

performance) from the training set based on a normalized mutual information

similarity metric, and label fusion was achieved by majority voting of the labels

generated from the 10 atlases.

3.2. Training process410

The training process of the proposed method has been summarized in Algo-

rithm 1. Due to the proposed method being an image-conditional GAN method,

we must train the framework using an iterative approach(Goodfellow et al.,

2014). We initialized the weights of the generator and discriminators using the

same initialization method in (He et al., 2015).415

The training process of 3D Generator (AtlasNet) was divided into three

steps. To avoid over-fitting on the training generator (AtlasNet), in the first and

second step, the affine transformer parameters and the FFD parameters were

trained progressively. Specifically, in the first step, we only trained the affine

transformer parameters based on the output of stage 1, fixing FFD parameters.420

In the second step, all the parameters were trained together based on the final
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output from stage 2. Besides, in the first two training steps, we only used

label consistency constraint and volume consistency constraint to guide the

model optimization. In the third step, the iterative training mode was used to

train the generator (AtlasNet) using the full three-fold information consistency425

constraint.

Additionally, we trained the discriminator using the same training mode

with (Isola et al., 2017), which uses a patch-driven manner to train the discrim-

inator. In this paper, the patch-driven manner can avoid over-fitting for the

discriminator. The size of patch was 70 · 70 · 70.430

In each step, we adopted the stochastic gradient descent algorithm to train

the model and used random rotation to achieve data augmentation during every

epoch. Specifically, for every training data, the random rotations between 0 to

360 degrees along the Z axis were used to achieve data augmentation after

every epoch. The learning rate and momentum were fixed. The learning rate435

was 0.0002, the momentum was 0.5, and the batch size was 1. The weights α

and β for label consistency constraint, volume consistency constraint were 0.6

and 0.4 respectively. The MINstep1, MINstep2, MINstep3, MIND, and MING

were 10000, 10000, 5, 10000, and 10000 respectively. The proposed method was

implemented on a Pytorch framework and NVIDIA Titan X GPU on Dell T7920440

(GPU is Core I7, and memory size is 24GB) for both training and application.
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Algorithm 1: The training process of the proposed method

1. Initializing the network parameters.

2. While mu < MINstep1:

3. Training AtlasNet with the affine transformer parameters Θ1....Θ12 using

Back Propagation (BP), without adversarial consistency constraint,

and fixing parameters Θ13....Θ3012 .

mu = mu+ 1.

4. End while

5. mu = 0.

6. While mu < MINstep2:

7. Training AtlasNet with the transformer parameters Θ1....Θ3012 using BP,

without adversarial consistency constraint.

mu = mu+ 1.

8. End while

9. mu = 0.

10. For cu < MINstep3:

11. While mu < MIND:

12. Training the discriminators using BP, to maximize

EIV,LA [logD1 (IV, LA)] +EIV,OS [log(1−D1(IV,OS))]

+ELA,IV [logD2 (LA, IV )] +ELA,OV [log(1−D2(LA,OV ))].

mu = mu+ 1.

13. End while

14. mu = 0.

15. While mu < MING:

16. Training the generator (AtlasNet) using BP, with the full three-fold information

consistency constraint, to minimize

L = αLlabel + βLintensity+EIV,OS [log(1−D1(IV,OS))]

+ELA,OV [log(1−D2(LA,OV ))].

mu = mu+ 1.

17. End while

18. mu = 0.

19. cu = cu+ 1.

20. End For
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4. Results and discussion

4.1. Data445

Our proposed method was evaluated on 3DE with 25 training subjects, 10

validation subjects and 35 testing subjects. Specifically, the validation dataset

was used to avoid overfitting and obtain the optimal model. The data was ac-

quired by Philips iE33 using X7-2T. Each subject includes two labeled volumes

in the end-systole (ES) and end-diastole (ED) frames. To prove the robustness450

of the proposed framework for distortion, we use data from different kinds of

patients (including healthy patients, myocardial infarction, myocardial hyper-

trophy, ventricular dilatation) who tend to have large variations or distortions

among different subjects on cardiac geometry. Each volume was normalized

into the unified size of 300 · 300 · 300 as input for the proposed method. The455

voxel size of the 3D cardiac echo acquisitions is: 0.35mm-0.85mm along x axis,

0.37mm-0.79 mm along y axis, 0.32mm-0.71 mm along z axis. The range of the

voxel size after resampling to 300 is: 0.37mm-0.72mm along x axis, 0.38mm-0.81

mm along y axis, 0.33mm-0.66 mm along z axis. The data sets were acquired

where the LV was completely in the field-of-view to ensure the acquired data is460

more standardized by forcing manual adjustment for the probe position. The

ground truth was obtained by three cardiologists with more than 20 years expe-

riences and the final labels were mutually authenticated. Specifically, to insure

the ground-truth segmentation is as correct as possible, the annotation process

with mutual agreement includes two parts, i.e., annotation with discussion and465

annotation with voting: (1) Annotation with discussion: The two face-to-face

discussions were conducted to avoid variability on the annotation methods or

on special cases respectively as much as possible. Specifically, after the first

face-to-face discussion, the annotation method was agreed upon. The three

clinicians independently delineated each slice by considering the 3D informa-470

tion of its neighboring slices. To further check labeling variablity, on the second

face-to-face discussion, we analyzed the labeling variability on each data. For

the main variability (such as labels on the apex and base part of the ventri-
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cle), the annotation rule was discussed and agreed upon. (2) Annotation with

voting: We used a voting strategy to reduce the inter-expert labeling variabil-475

ity and intra-expert labeling variability simultaneously. Specifically, to reduce

inter-expert labeling variability, we provided quantitative information about the

mutual agreement of the reference annotations from the three clinical experts

in the following equation:



LAx,y,z = 1, if

∑3
Expert=1 LA

Expert
x,y,z ≥ 2

LAx,y,z = 0, if
∑3

Expert=1 LA
Expert
x,y,z < 2

(14)

where LAx,y,z denotes the final labeled voxel value (The left ventricle region480

is labeled as 1, and the background is labeled as 0) on coordinate (x, y, z),

LAExpert
x,y,z denotes the labeled voxel value on coordinate (x, y, z) from one expert.

To reduce the intra-expert variability, the LAExpert
x,y,z can be obtained by voting

based on the 5 label results from the same expert. The detailed computation

method is485




LAExpert

x,y,z = 1, if
∑5

Time=1 LA
Time
x,y,z ≥ 3

LAExpert
x,y,z = 0, if

∑5
Time=1 LA

Time
x,y,z < 3

(15)

LATime
x,y,z denotes the labeled voxel value on coordinate (x, y, z) from one time.

In this way, inter-expert labeling variability and intra-expert labeling variability

can be reduced simultaneously to some extent.

4.2. Evaluation metrics

It is natural to use the widely recognized criterion in (Bernard et al., 2016)490

to evaluate our proposed method, and the criterions include the mean surface

distance (MSD), mean hausdorff surface distance (HSD), and mean dice index

(D). Additionally, we also evaluated the clinical index through the correlation

and Bland-Altman (BA) analysis. The differences between the reference annota-

tions from different cardiologists are characterized according to MSD, HSD, and495

D. Specifically, the mean differences between all the reference annotations from

cardiologist 1 and cardiologist 2 are 0.12mm (MSD), 0.14mm (HSD), and 0.993

(D) respectively. The mean differences between all the reference annotations
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from cardiologist 1 and cardiologist 3 are 0.11mm (MSD), 0.1mm (HSD), and

0.995 (D) respectively. The mean differences between all the reference annota-500

tions from cardiologist 2 and cardiologist 3 are 0.09mm (MSD), 0.13mm (HSD),

and 0.992 (D) respectively. Hence, the annotations from different cardiologists

are relatively consistent and the variability is low.

4.3. Comparison and ablation experiments

To evaluate the rationality of the proposed framework, we compared the pro-505

posed method, which combines the proposed deep atlas network with the novel

information consistency constraint, with other methods (Including state-of-the-

art methods and ablation models.). In order to give a better understanding of

the experiments, we define the compared methods as follows:

• 3D atlas is the method in (Oktay et al., 2014), which is a multi-atlas510

based method and the best atlas-based method for LV segmentation on

3DE.

• ACNNs is the method in (Oktay et al., 2018), which is the best current

method for the 3D LV segmentation on 3DE.

• 3D CNN is V-net (Milletari et al., 2016), which is the best open source515

method for 3D medical images segmentation.

• 3D cGAN denotes 3D image-conditional GAN built by V-net (which was

used as the generator) and the proposed first discriminator in this paper.

• AtlasNet denotes the net, which is the proposed method with label con-

sistency constraint and volume consistency constraint, but without ad-520

versarial consistency constraint. In this way, the effect of the adversarial

consistency constraint can be clearly validated.

• AtlasNet-I denotes the net, which is the AtlasNet without volume con-

sistency constraint. In this way, the effect of the volume consistency con-

straint can be clearly validated.525
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• Proposed method-I (P-I) denotes the net, which is the proposed method

without volume consistency constraint. In this way, the effect of the vol-

ume consistency constraint can be further validated.

• Proposed method-LI (P-LI) denotes the net which is the proposed

method with adversarial consistency constraint, without label consistency530

constraint and volume consistency constraint. In this way, the effect of

the volume consistency constraint and label consistency constraint can be

further validated.

• Proposed method-D1 (P-D1) denotes the net which is the proposed

method with label consistency constraint, volume consistency constraint535

and the adversarial consistency constraint from the second discriminator,

without equation (10). In this way, the effect of the first discriminator can

be clearly validated.

• Proposed method-D2 (P-D2) denotes the net which is the proposed

method with label consistency constraint, volume consistency constraint540

and the adversarial consistency constraint from the first discriminator,

without equation (11). In this way, the effect of the second discriminator

can be clearly validated.

• The previous method is the method in (Dong et al., 2018).

4.4. Analysis of the impact on atlas545

Atlas is integrated into the proposed framework to provide prior knowledge.

There are some differences among different atlases. In order to analyze the

impact of atlases for the proposed method, we compared the performance of

the proposed framework with different atlases. These atlases were constructed

by randomly selecting ten different volumes and the corresponding labels from550

the training set for five times. As shown in Table 2, there are few performance

differences among different atlases used in the proposed framework. These re-

sults suggested that the proposed method is robust for atlas’s changes to some
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Table 2: The performance comparison among the proposed method with dierent atlases. For

all the methods we have performed the conventional statistical T-Test and it showed that the

differences between all the results reported in this table are statistical significant (p¡0.01). The

Atlas5 (variance: σ) means that the Atlas5 with different levels of specklenoise (the mean is

zero and the variance is σ).

Methods D MSD(mm) HSD(mm)

Atlas1 0.973±0.011 1.5±0.29 5.53±1.36

Atlas2 0.972±0.009 1.51±0.31 5.41±1.32

Atlas3 0.974±0.013 1.49±0.28 5.71±1.29

Atlas4 0.972±0.01 1.5±0.3 5.62±1.38

Atlas5(used subsequently) 0.973±0.012 1.52±0.32 5.6±1.35

Atlas5(variance:0.01) 0.969±0.013 1.54±0.23 5.7±1.63

Atlas5(variance:0.02) 0.963±0.011 1.51±0.31 5.9±1.52

Atlas5(variance:0.03) 0.965±0.045 1.62±0.54 6.1±1.02

Atlas5(variance:0.04) 0.963±0.035 1.64±0.45 6.2±1.41

Atlas5(variance:0.05) 0.96±0.012 1.63±0.34 6.6±1.11
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extent. The robustness comes from two aspects: 1) Atlas is used to provide

basic anatomical structure knowledge of the 3D LV, which can be provided by555

any atlas; 2) The proposed method inherently is able to train the transformer

net for accurate deformation to fit different atlases, hence it is robust for the

atlas choice. In the following experiments, the Atlas5 was used in the proposed

method.

Additionally, in order to analyze the impact of the quality of the atlas, we560

used the degenerated Atlas5 to conduct experiments. Speficially, we degenerated

the atlas intensity volume through adding different levels of speckle noise (which

is common for echocardiography) with zero mean (the variance ranges from

0.01 to 0.05). As shown in Table 2, until the variance is 0.05, the proposed

method still achieved good segmentation performance (Despite the performance565

decreases slightly along with the increase of noise). This result demonstrated the

proposed framework is relatively robust for atlas selection and quality difference.

4.5. Analysis of performance

The proposed method is able to achieve relatively better LV segmentation

performance on 3DE than the state-of-the-art competitors, as shown in Table570

3. The mean surface distance, hausdorff surface distance and dice were 1.52

mm, 5.6 mm and 0.97 respectively. These results prove the superiority of the

proposed method compared with the existing state-of-the-art methods. Besides,

compared with the existing state-of-the-art methods, the proposed method-LI

and AtlasNet are still advantageous even with some ablations. This proves that575

combining the atlas into a CNN framework inherently has significant superiority

based on the atlas’ prior knowledge. Additionally, we found that the volume

consistency constraint term has special value, since the AtlasNet achieved a bet-

ter performance than the AtlasNet-I and the proposed method was better than

the Proposed method-I. The results proved that the segmentation consistency580

and the volume consistency are complementary and the volume consistency

constraint helped the model achieve a better performance. What’s more, the

proposed Couple-GAN is meaningful because the proposed method can achieve

a better performance than the AtlasNet. The second discriminator was also
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Table 3: The performance comparison among existing methods and the proposed method

under different configurations. For all the methods we have performed the conventional sta-

tistical T-Test and it showed that the differences between all the results reported in this table

are statistical significant (p¡0.01).

Methods D MSD(mm) HSD(mm)

3D Atlas (Oktay et al., 2014) 0.88±0.03 2.26±0.74 9.92±2.16

ACNNs (Oktay et al., 2018) 0.94±0.02 1.95±0.32 6.92±1.12

3D CNN (Milletari et al., 2016) 0.89±0.035 2.1±0.71 9.79±8.9

3D cGAN 0.914±0.028 1.98±0.65 8.91±7.3

AtlasNet-I 0.91±0.027 1.99±0.64 8.92±7.16

AtlasNet 0.94±0.021 1.81±0.59 7.66±5.4

P-LI 0.94±0.022 1.91±0.49 7.95±4.37

P-I 0.95±0.021 1.86±0.42 7.33±2.1

P-D1 0.96±0.015 1.79±0.36 6.51±1.9

P-D2 0.96±0.014 1.65±0.35 6.1±1.6

The previous method(Dong et al., 2018) 0.95±0.019 1.85±0.43 7.26±2.3

Proposed method 0.97±0.012 1.52±0.32 5.6±1.35
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Figure 5: Correlation graphs and Bland-Altman graphs. (a) The correlation between the

predicted EDV and the true EDV. (b) The Bland-Altman analysis between the predicted EDV

and the true EDV. (c) The correlation between the predicted ESV and the true ESV. (d) The

Bland-Altman analysis between the predicted ESV and the true ESV. (e) The correlation

between the predicted EF and the true EF. (f) The Bland-Altman analysis between the

predicted EF and the true EF.
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Figure 6: The segmentation performance comparison among different methods. For all the

methods we have performed the conventional statistical T-Test and it showed that the differ-

ences between all the results reported in this figure are statistical significant (p¡0.01). (a) The

segmentation performance Dice metric box-plot. (b) The segmentation performance MSD

metric box-plot. (c) The segmentation performance HSD metric box-plot.
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Figure 7: The segmentation results comparison between the proposed method and 3D CNN

(Milletari et al., 2016) using different sized training sets. The size of the training dataset varies

from 50 to 10, and 50 corresponds to 25 subjects with 50 volumes (every subject contains an

ED volume and an ES volume). For all the methods we have performed the conventional

statistical T-Test and it showed that the differences between all the results reported in this

figure are statistical significant (p¡0.01).

Table 4: The computation efficiency of different methods in the application and training stage.

Methods FLOPs number

for inference

Inference

time(s)

Training

time(h)

Number of

parameters

3D Atlas 4.63 · 1013 4.18 N/A N/A

3D CNN 2.65 · 1013 2.4 48 65.5M

3D cGAN 2.65 · 1013 2.4 60 66.7M

AtlasNet 2.47 · 1011 0.02 17 2.0M

Proposed method-LI 2.47 · 1011 0.02 24 3.2M

Proposed method 2.47 · 1011 0.02 30 3.2M
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Figure 8: The detailed comparison between the ground truth and the segmentation results

of different methods in the 2D slices from a 3D volume. A green contour corresponds to the

reference and a red contour corresponds to the result of the different methods.
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Figure 9: The detailed comparison between the input volume and the output volume of the

proposed method in the 2D slices from a 3D volume.

beneficial for the proposed framework, because Proposed method-D1 performed585

better than AtlasNet, and the proposed method performed better than Pro-

posed method-D2. Finally, compared with all the ablation models, the proposed

method achieves the best segmentation results. This proves the reasonability of

the proposed framework, which combines the full three-fold information consis-

tency constraints.590

Figure.5 shows the clinically quantitative performance of the proposed method.

The correlation graphs in Figure.5 (a), (c), and (e) show the correlation between

the ground truth and segmentation results. The correlation coefficients of EDV,

ESV and EF are 0.994, 0.993, and 0.96 respectively. Additionally, the BA

graphs in Figure.5 (b), (d), and (f) show the distribution of differences between595

the ground truth values and segmentation values along the means between the

ground truth values and segmentation values. The means of differences achieve

3.1ml (with confidence intervals between -10.4 and 16.7), 1.4ml (with confidence

intervals between -9.0 and 11.8), and 0 (with confidence intervals between -0.05

and 0.06) in terms of EDV, ESV, and EF respectively.600

Figure.6 shows a performance distribution box-plot of the proposed method

and state-of-the-art methods on the testing set. It proves the superiority of

the proposed method compared with the state-of-the-art methods in a more
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representative way.

Figure. 8 and Figure. 9 show the qualitative performance of the proposed605

method. Figure. 8 displays the detailed comparison between the ground truth

and the output label in the 2D slices from a 3D volume. Figure. 9 displays

the detailed comparison between the input volume and the output volume in

the 2D slices from a 3D volume. Figure. 8 proves that the proposed method

was the relatively better method compared with state-of-the-art methods in the610

aspect of segmentation consistency and accuracy. Besides, it also shows that the

atlas prior and the proposed three-fold information consistency constraint are

important for model improvement. Figure. 9 shows that the output volume can

be accurately registered on the input volume, which proves that the proposed

method obtained accurate transformer parameters on the deformation layer to615

achieve the good mapping between the atlas and the input volume.

In brief, the proposed method achieved the best performance, benefitting

from the proposed deep atlas network and information consistency constraint

as following three points: (1) The deep atlas network integrates atlas prior

knowledge, which directly comes from real data, into an end-to-end deep learn-620

ing framework. Compared with the learned knowledge only obtained by a CNN,

the integrated atlas is able to provide more proper prior knowledge that is more

direct and accurate. This point is demonstrated by the fact that the segmen-

tation performance using AtlasNet is better than 3D CNN in (Milletari et al.,

2016). (2) The deep learning technology is more suited for transformer param-625

eters regression for atlas deformation than the traditional atlas segmentation

method. The segmentation performance using AtlasNet was better than the

traditional 3D atlas segmentation method in (Oktay et al., 2014). (3) The full

three-fold information consistency constraint simultaneously models the opti-

mization object based on a multi-level loss, which is of greater benefit to 3D LV630

segmentation on complex anatomical environments. The Llabel and Lintensity

constraints can model voxel-level loss and reduce the overall loss, and encourage

the results with respect to the corresponding targets. Limage−cGAN (G,D) con-

straint can model the loss based on global-level semantic information and further
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refine the segmentation results to make the results look real. Hence, the pro-635

posed method uses a multi-level information consistency constraint, combining

the Llabel, Lintensity and Limage−cGAN (G,D), and achieves good segmentation

results which respect the realistic targets. This point can be proved by the fact

that the proposed method outperformed the other ablation models, i.e., Atlas-

Net, AtlasNet-I, the Proposed method-LI, the Proposed method-I, the Proposed640

method-D1, and the Proposed method-D2.

4.6. Analysis of the training set size

The size of the training set has an important effect on the segmentation

results of deep learning methods because deep learning methods generally re-

quire a large number of training data to learn plenty of parameters, which are645

used for extracting expressive features and to avoid over-fitting. However, even

with a small training set the proposed method achieves outstanding perfor-

mance, which has been shown in Figure.7. Compared with the performance of

3D CNN (Milletari et al., 2016), with a decreased training set size, the perfor-

mance of the proposed method is preferable even with slight reduction; but, the650

performance of 3D CNN decreases greatly. This is due to the proposed method

explicitly integrating powerful atlas prior knowledge, which accurately and com-

pletely provides anatomical structure knowledge of the 3D LV. Based on the

provided anatomical structure knowledge, the proposed method achieves seg-

mentation only by learning specific geometrical deformation parameters (used655

for describing the variance between different objects), which can be learned by

a light-weight network. Additionally, the parameters can be trained by a small

training set. Hence, the proposed method achieves excellent performance with

limited training data. It also means that the proposed method overcomes the

problem of limited annotation data to some extent. However, having enough660

training data is important for the success of most deep learning methods, such

as 3D CNN and the proposed method. Hence, collecting enough training data

will be an important and long-time task in the 3DE LV segmentation field in the

future. For future work, we will collect large-scale training data to explore new
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methods to address the LV segmentation problem for 3DE in large-scale train-665

ing data. In the current study condition, the limited annotation data on 3DE

is also an important challenge for LV segmentation. How to achieve good per-

formance based on having limited data is an important research problem in the

3DE LV segmentation field inherently. The good segmentation performance in

this current study condition demonstrates the potential of the proposed method670

for future clinical applications.

4.7. Analysis of inference efficiency

Inference efficiency is also very important for segmentation tasks, especially

for medical image segmentation which is expected to be in real-time. In this

paper, we focused on the difference in the number of floating point operations675

(FLOPs) and the inference time between our algorithm and the compared meth-

ods in order to make a more precise assessment of efficiency. Based on the

widely used computation standard in (Pavlo et al., 2017) and algorithm flow

in (Oktay et al., 2014), we computed the FLOPs of CNN-based methods and

atlas-based methods. The computation efficiency has been shown in Table 4,680

whereby it requires 2.47 · 1011 FLOPs (0.02s) which is lower than the compared

methods. (1) The computation efficiency of the proposed method is 102 times

higher than the 3D atlas method (Oktay et al., 2014) (The inference time of the

proposed method is 209 times lower than the 3D atlas method), because the

proposed method is based on an end-to-end off-line optimization and on-line685

inference. Hence, in the inference stage, the proposed method does not need

iterative optimization like (Oktay et al., 2014) and is efficient. (2) The com-

putation efficiency of the proposed method is 102 times higher than 3D CNN

(Milletari et al., 2016) (The inference time of the proposed method is 120 times

lower than the 3D CNN and 3D cGAN) and 3D cGAN. This is due to the690

proposed method being light-weight (The lower number of parameters is shown

in Table 4) compared to the 3D CNN (Milletari et al., 2016) and 3D cGAN.

Based on the integrated powerful atlas prior knowledge, the proposed method

only needs to learn some specific knowledge to achieve segmentation. Moreover,
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the proposed method is able to achieve good performance from the multi-level695

information consistency constraint. Hence, compared with 3D CNN (Milletari

et al., 2016) and 3D cGAN, the proposed method only used a light-weight net-

work and achieved the best segmentation results. However, 3D CNN (Milletari

et al., 2016) and 3D cGAN need to learn more parameters to acquire powerful

information to achieve segmentation. This makes 3D CNN (Milletari et al.,700

2016) and 3D cGAN heavy-weight and inefficient. In contrast, the proposed

method achieved efficient inference even with the high dimensional data input

of the 3DE volume.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a deep atlas network with information consis-705

tency constraint for efficient 3D LV segmentation on 3DE. For the first time,

the proposed method advantageously integrates atlas prior knowledge into a

deep learning framework for 3D LV segmentation on echocardiography, which

exploited a light-weight network to achieve better segmentation and efficient

inference. Besides, the proposed framework can be trained with limited an-710

notation data. Moreover, the proposed method uses the novel multi-level in-

formation consistency constraint (label consistency constraint, volume consis-

tency constraint and adversarial consistency constraint) capable of enhancing

the model’s performance from different levels simultaneously and finally achieves

3D LV segmentation in a complex anatomical environment. The experimental715

results have demonstrated that the proposed method has clinical application

potential for 3D LV segmentation on 3DE. Furthermore, we believe that the

proposed method can also be used for other medical imaging tasks, which can

be processed by atlas-based methods even though the annotation data is limited.
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